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Abstract
This article examines Jesus’ authority and influence in the Gospel of John and
shows that Jesus’ style of leadership is exemplary or prototypical rather than
autocratic. Jesus’ programme is ‘to testify to the truth’, that is, to proclaim the
divine reality to the world. He uses influence (education and personal example)
rather than authority (commands) to urge his disciples to continue his programme,
so that people may believe and partake in a life-giving relationship with the Father
and Son. This leadership style would be useful for contemporary models of
leadership.
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Introduction
While (semi-)popular studies on Christian leadership abound, it is a neglected topic in
biblical studies. Andrew Clarke is an exception and has focused on Pauline patterns of
church leadership.1 In an overview article, he notes that biblical models of leadership often
differ from secular models and that principles of biblical leadership are timeless. 2 He
contends that godly leaders in the Bible are those who continually seek God’s will and have
the ability to teach it, and who are appropriate examples for others to emulate.3 I will show
that the Johannine Jesus meets these criteria and functions as an ongoing model for
Christian leadership. The specific topic of this study is Jesus’ authority and influence in the
Gospel of John. According to standard English dictionaries, ‘authority’ is ‘the power or
right to give orders, make decisions and enforce obedience’,4 and ‘influence’ is ‘the
capacity to have an effect on the character, development or behaviour of someone or
something, or the effect itself’. This study examines John’s presentation of Jesus in relation
to the following questions.5 While Jesus was able to influence various people, his greatest
sphere of influence was his disciples. So, how did Jesus influence them and to what end?
What is the source of Jesus’ authority and how does he use it? What relation has authority
and influence in Jesus’ programme? What can we learn from Jesus’ model of leadership in
the Gospel of John for contemporary (Christian) leadership? In answer to these questions, I
will argue a threefold thesis. First, the common goal Jesus seeks to promote among his
disciples is ‘to testify to the truth’. Second, Jesus uses influence rather than authority to
1
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Clarke 1993, 2000b, 2008.
Clarke 2000a:637.
Clarke 2000a:638.
See also Foerster 1964:566-69.
I use ‘John’ for the author of this gospel without making any claim to his historical identity.
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urge his disciples towards the common goal. Third, the means by which Jesus seeks to
influence his disciples is education and personal example. The following three sections
correspond to and explain this threefold thesis.

Jesus’ Programme
In this section, I will argue that Jesus’ programme was to reveal God to people so that they
may share in the divine life (ζωή). According to John’s dualistic outlook, people naturally
belong to the darkness, do not know God and are incapable of doing so because they have
no access to the divine world (1:5; 3:19; 7:28; 8:47, 55; 12:46; 17:25). The one who knows
God perfectly and is intimate with him is the pre-existent Logos who is sent from the world
above to the world below to make God known (1:18; 3:31-36; 12:46-50). While many
people reject him, those who acknowledge him, that is, believe in him, are brought into a
life-giving relationship with God (1:10-13; 20:31). In 18:37, Jesus summarises his entire
programme as ‘testifying to the truth’ (εἰς τοῦτο ἐλήλυθα εἰς τὸν κόσμον, ἵνα μαρτυρήσω
τῇ ἀληθείᾳ). In John, ‘truth’ is shorthand for the reality of God and the world above (cf.
1:9, 17; 3:33; 8:26, 40; 17:17). In his ministry, Jesus proclaims the divine reality about God
and himself in terms of their identity, relationship and mission, and in so doing provides
divine life to those who accept his testimony (cf. 3:31-36). Jesus is both the embodiment
and dispenser of truth (1:14, 17; 14:6). He communicates God’s words, which contain truth
that liberates, cleanses and saves (3:34; 6:63; 8:31-32; 15:3; 17:17). All who belong to the
truth belong to Jesus because they have heard his voice and accepted his life-giving words
(18:37; cf. 5:25; 10:3-4, 16).
Jesus intends to continue this programme through the disciples, that is, they are also to
testify to the divine reality.6 Although the phrase ‘to testify to the truth’ does not occur in
relation to the disciples, the concept does. Jesus mentions in 15:26 that ‘the Spirit of truth’
will testify regarding him – a testimony in which the disciples will partake (15:27). In fact,
the Spirit prepares and empowers the disciples’ testimony by communicating to them the
truth that is in Jesus’ teaching (14:26; 16:13). In the wider context, Jesus exhorts his
disciples to counter the false accusations of the world with their Spirit-empowered
testimony to the truth.7 The purpose of such testimony is to elicit life-giving belief in Jesus
(17:20-21; cf. 1:7). Besides this oral testimony, John’s gospel itself claims to be a written
testimony to the truth (19:35; 21:24; cf. 1 John 1:1-5). The disciples’ testimony to the truth,
then, is modelled on Jesus’ testimony to the divine reality. Having gained a basic understanding of Jesus’ programme, I will now turn to the issues of authority and influence in
relation to Jesus’ programme.

Jesus’ Authority and Influence
Authority
There are several indications in John’s gospel that the source of Jesus’ authority is God the
Father. First, Jesus is God’s authorised agent on earth, sent into the world to make him
known (1:18; 3:17, 32-34; 4:34; 5:24; 17:3-6). Second, the Father has given Jesus the Spirit
to speak on his behalf (3:34).8 In fact, the Father has given Jesus the complete revelation of
the divine reality since πάντα (‘all things’) in 3:35 probably corresponds to τὰ ῥήματα τοῦ
θεου (‘the words of God’) in 3:34. Third, the Father instructs Jesus. On various occasions,
6
7
8

John (the Baptist) also testified to the truth (5:33; cf. 1:15, 19-29).
For a detailed treatment of the disciples’ Spirit-empowered testimony, see Bennema 2002:225-47.
Most scholars agree that God (rather than Jesus) is the subject of διδόναι (‘to give’) in 3:34b.
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Jesus asserts that he cannot do anything by himself but only speaks and does what he hears
and sees from the Father (5:19-20; 8:26, 28, 38; 12:49-50; 14:24; 15:15; 17:7-8).9 Fourth,
the Father has authorised Jesus to give life and to judge (5:21-27) – the unique divine
functions.10 Fifth, the Father gives or draws people to Jesus (6:37, 44, 65; 10:29; 17:2, 6,
24). Sixth, Jesus’ intimate unity with the Father is an authoritative position from which he
operates and to which he often appeals (1:18; 10:15, 30; 17:21-26). In sum, Jesus is sent by
the Father to do the Father’s work under the Father’s directive (by means of the Spirit).
Jesus’ authority is thus rooted in the Father and his personal experience of him. 11
We find several expressions of Jesus’ authority in John’s gospel. Jesus asserts, for
example, that he has ἐξουσία (‘authority’) to lay down his life and pick it up at will (10:18),
and, rooted in 5:26, the ἐξουσία to give (divine) life to people (17:2). Although the term
ἐξουσία in relation to Jesus only occurs in 5:27; 10:18; 17:2, the idea of authority is also
conveyed, for example, by the term διδόναι (‘to give, grant, bestow’) in 3:35; 5:22, 26. In
addition, Jesus’ ‘I am’ sayings are his self-disclosures to people and probably an allusion to
Exodus 3:14, which describes God’s self-revelation to Moses. In fact, the Johannine ‘I am’
sayings do not merely show Jesus’ understanding of himself in relation to God – Jesus is on
a par with God himself – but, through the accompanying predicates, reveal how the divine
operates among humanity. Jesus’ authority also becomes apparent in his being the locus of
God’s presence and activity, that is, God is at work in the world through Jesus. He is God’s
special agent of revelation and claims to act on God’s behalf (cf. 1:18; 3:34-35; 5:17). On
another occasion, Jesus asserts that his words are ‘Spirit and life’ (6:63). Jesus’ command
to the dead Lazarus (11:43) demonstrates his authority to give life to whomever he wishes
(5:21). In the footwashing scene, Jesus uses his authoritative status in the group – he is
ὁ κύριος καὶ ὁ διδάσκαλος (‘the Lord and Teacher’) – to explain to his disciples why they
should imitate him (13:13-14, 16; see further the section ‘Personal Example’). Jesus’
authority was questioned by the Jewish authorities because they found many of his claims
and teachings outrageous (5:18; 6:41-42, 52; 8:13, 31-59; 10:33; 19:7). Not surprisingly,
the Jewish authorities questioned Jesus again about his teaching during his trial (18:19).

Influence
The term ‘influence’ in the sense of the capacity to have an effect on someone or something
does not correspond to a particular Greek term in John’s gospel (nor the rest of the NT).
Even as a concept it is difficult to find a Greek equivalent. Besides, I shall not seek to
determine how influential Jesus was or which groups of people he was able to influence.
Rather, my focus is on Jesus’ influence on his (twelve) disciples. Drawing on a Johannine
idea (3:8), such as wind, influence is ‘invisible’ and just as one perceives the direction of
the wind through its effects, so one can observe Jesus’ effect on his followers through their
reactions. The following list of examples (which is not exhaustive) shows Jesus’ ability to
influence his disciples:
 Jesus was able to influence his earliest disciples. Two disciples of John the Baptist
decided to leave their master and remain with their new master Jesus, perhaps because
9
10

11

Cf. Witmer 2008:95-105.
Bauckham (2008:1-59) makes a compelling case for Jesus’ inclusion in the divine identity based on his
sharing these divine functions.
Similarly, the disciples’ source of authority is Jesus: (i) Jesus sends his disciples into the world (just as he was
sent by the Father) (17:18; 20:21); (ii) Jesus empowers them with the Spirit (just as he was empowered by the
Spirit) (14:26; 15:26; 20:22); (iii) Jesus has an intimate unity with the disciples (just as he is one with the
Father) (14:23; 15:4; 17:20-23).
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they learnt that he was the Messiah (1:35-41). Philip accepts the invitation to follow
Jesus and learns that Jesus might be the expected prophet-like-Moses (arguably because
Jesus taught him) (1:43-45). Jesus’ revelatory knowledge of Nathanael’s whereabouts
causes Nathanael to profess Jesus as the messianic king (1:48-49).
On the first public occasion of his ministry, at the wedding in Cana, Jesus’ performing a
miracle has an effect on his disciples in that they believe in him (2:11), which is the
intended Johannine response to Jesus (20:31).
In 6:60-69, a dramatic sifting among Jesus’ disciples is caused by the effect of Jesus’
teaching. When a large group of disciples find Jesus’ teaching too difficult to take in,
they defect. However, Peter affirms, on behalf of the Twelve, that they will remain with
Jesus because they have experienced his life-giving teaching.
During their time with Jesus, some disciples express their willingness to die for their
master – Thomas in 11:16 and Peter in 13:37. Although their proposal is premature,
their intentions appear sincere and allude to the highest expression of love (15:13). Such
a noble gesture is naturally the result of the effect Jesus has had on them.
The concept of remembrance also shows Jesus’ influence on his disciples. While the
disciples often fail to understand Jesus during his ministry, they remember (and understand) Jesus’ teaching after Easter (2:22; 12:16).12 This remembered Jesus then becomes
the impetus and basis for the disciples’ testimony (15:26).
During the farewell discourses Jesus speaks to his disciples often in enigmatic language,
causing confusion and misunderstanding, but when he speaks clearly the effect on his
disciples is that it generates knowledge and belief (16:25-30).
Jesus’ influence on John caused him to write down his eyewitness testimony, so that
others might also come to know Jesus (19:35; 20:31; 21:24).13

Authority and Influence in the Ancient Family
Jesus’ authority and influence must be set within the context of the divine family and
ancient families because ‘family’ is a pertinent theological category in John.14 John’s
gospel presents a divine family, characterised by the relationship between God and Jesus as
Father and Son (1:18). This nuclear family is extended to include other ‘children’, namely
those who pledge allegiance to Jesus (1:12-13). But John’s concept of the divine family
also resembles human families in antiquity. In the ancient Graeco-Roman household
(οἶκος/οἰκία) or familia, the paterfamilias was the most prominent figure who exercised
authority and influence.15 Trevor Burke explains that fathers in both Jewish and GraecoRoman families had various duties towards their children, such as procreation, nurture,
affection, education and example.16 Although the Father is the paterfamilias in John’s
gospel, he does not have a visible presence and Jesus, as the locus of the Father’s presence
and his representative, acts in his place (1:18; 3:31-32; 12:45; cf. 5:17). Not surprisingly,
then, Jesus brokers or mediates the various family values mentioned above: (i) procreation:
belief in Jesus enables people to become ‘children of God’ (1:12); (ii) nurture: Jesus
12

13

14
15
16

In light of 14:26, it is most likely that the Spirit reminds them of Jesus’ teaching and helps them to understand
it (see also the section ‘Jesus’ Programme’).
For the case that John’s gospel is the eyewitness testimony of the Beloved Disciple, see Bauckham
2006:358-83.
For the concept of family in John’s gospel, see Van der Watt 2000; Zimmermann 2004:172-183; Coloe 2007.
See further Clarke 2000b:79-101.
Burke 2003:42-52, 62-89.
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provides true food and drink (4:14; 6:35, 55); (iii) affection: Jesus asserts his love for his
disciples (13:34; 15:9); (iv) education: Jesus teaches his disciples about the divine
programme (see further the section ‘Education’); (v) example: Jesus sets personal examples
regarding appropriate ‘family behaviour’ (see further the section ‘Personal Example’).
Friends also occupied influential positions within the ancient Graeco-Roman household
or family. In a recent study, Martin Culy elucidates that, in contrast to political and patronclient friendships, private friendships in Graeco-Roman antiquity are characterised by
unity, mutuality and equality. 17 It is not difficult to see that the Johannine Jesus functions as
such a friend to his disciples: (i) Jesus often stresses the unity between him and his
disciples, and brokers an intimate relationship for them with the Father (1:12; 15:4-5;
17:21-23); (ii) Jesus shares his life with his disciples and, as a friend, teaches them everything about the Father (15:15), so that they might belong to the divine family (cf. 8:35); (iii)
towards the end of his life, Jesus creates social equality with his disciples (13:4-5; 15:15;
cf. his address of the disciples as ἀδελφοί [‘brothers’] in 20:17).18
Both Jan van der Watt and Martin Culy acknowledge that there is significant overlap
between familial and friendship language in John’s gospel, but where Van der Watt views
friendship as a subset of family (friends as part of the extended family),19 Culy contends
that friendship language narrows rather than broadens the circle of intimacy. 20 As family
and friendship language intersect in John’s gospel, I agree with Van der Watt that the
dominant language is that of family, but with Culy, certain aspects of the divine family are
best explained by friendship language.
In sum, Jesus has both authority and influence, but it appears that while he occupies an
authoritative status in the family as the μονογενής (‘unique’) Son of the Father, he operates
more often as an influential family friend to his disciples. I will test this idea in the
following section by examining the way Jesus influences his disciples.

Jesus’ Method of Influence
In this section, I will look at the question of how Jesus influences his disciples to move
along with him towards the common goal of testifying about the divine reality. I will
develop the answer along two dimensions: (i) education: through Jesus’ revelatory
teaching, his disciples are ‘in the know’ and become associates in God’s programme; (ii)
personal example: Jesus exemplifies what he expects his disciples to do (imitation).

Education
Jesus communicates his programme about the divine reality (see the section ‘Jesus’
Programme’) primarily through his teaching. Not surprisingly, Jesus is frequently identified
as a (God-sent) teacher in John’s gospel (1:38; 3:2; 8:4; 11:28; 13:13; 20:16; cf. 6:59; 7:14,
28, 35; 8:2, 20; 18:20). Jesus’ educational programme about the divine reality is rooted in
God’s very own instruction (7:16; 8:28; cf. 12:49; 14:24) and it soon becomes contentious
(5:18; 6:41-42, 52; 8:13, 31-59; 10:33; 18:19-20; 19:7). Although Jesus’ teaching is linked
to authority – Nicodemus recognises that Jesus’ teaching is authorised by God (3:2) and

17
18
19
20

Culy 2010:43-61.
Cf. Culy 2010:130-77.
Van der Watt 2000:360.
Culy 2010:90.
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Jesus appeals to his authoritative status in the group as a teacher (13:13-14) – his teaching
is also influential.21
In the section ‘Influence’, we observed that Jesus’ teaching influences his disciples.
While Jesus’ teaching is certainly directed at the world (6:59; 7:14; 8:2; 18:20), he also
views it as a family activity as, for example, the lengthy farewell discourses illustrate.22
Jesus’ education of his disciples is to be ongoing in that, after his departure from this world,
the Spirit will take over Jesus’ educational function and provide ongoing explanation of
Jesus’ historical teaching (14:26; 16:12-15).23 Jesus considers his teaching of such
importance that he urges his disciples to keep it and to let his words dwell in them because
that will guarantee the indwelling of him and the Father (14:23; 15:7). Jesus knows that the
ongoing effects of his teaching are knowledge of the divine reality and life-giving belief
(17:8).
The idea of Jesus’ influence through education also comes to the fore in 15:15b, where
Jesus is depicted as Teacher-Friend: ‘I have called you friends because (ὅτι) I have made
known to you everything that I have heard from my Father.’ It is significant that Jesus
presents himself as a friend (φίλος) who educates the disciples through influence rather
than authority. Unlike slaves who have no knowledge of the master’s business and hence
no place within the family (cf. 8:35), the effect of Jesus’ revelatory teaching is that the
disciples are treated as friends, are informed about God’s programme and become his
associates.

Personal Example
Jesus often sets the example for appropriate family behaviour that he expects his disciples
to follow. The episode that illustrates this concept of imitation best is the footwashing in
John 13 where Jesus gives his disciples an explicit mimetic imperative to wash one
another’s feet, that is, serve one another in loving humility: ‘For I gave you an example
(ὑπόδειγμα), that just as (καθώς) I have done to you, you also (καί) should do’ (13:15).24
The term ὑπόδειγμα (‘example, model, pattern’) occurs only here in John’s gospel and
refers back to the footwashing as the visible example or model that Jesus presents for his
disciples to imitate. The comparative conjunction καθώς in the protasis with the correlative
καί in the apodosis that we find in 13:15 is, in fact, one of the commonest Johannine
expressions that indicate mimesis (see further below).25
In 13:13-14, 16, Jesus provides the rationale for the mimetic imperative in 13:15. These
verses contain a threefold argumentum a maiore ad minus for why the disciples cannot be
exempt from imitating Jesus: what the person of higher status (Lord, Teacher, Sender) has
done, must also be done by the one of lower status (disciples, slaves, messengers). The
scandal of the footwashing lies in the total reversal of status and role: ὁ κύριος καὶ ὁ

21

22
23

24

25

For the concept of didactic authority, see Byrskog 1994:ch. 1. The classic study on Jesus as teacher is Riesner
1981.
See esp. Van der Watt 2000:266-84.
Note also the effect of Jesus’ teaching (and the Spirit’s ongoing elucidation [1 John 2:27]) on the Johannine
believers, resulting in a tremendous claim to knowledge of the divine reality, expressed, for example, by the
phrase ‘(by this) we/you know that’ (1 John 2:5, 18, 21; 3:5, 14-16, 19, 24; 4:2, 6, 13; 5:2, 15, 18-20).
In 13:14b, the adverbial use of καί, the imperatival force of ὀφείλειν (‘must, ought to’) and the repetition of
the verb νίπτειν (‘to wash’) also create a mimetic imperative: ‘[if I have washed your feet], you must also
wash one another’s feet.’
For a detailed explanation of the nature of mimesis in the footwashing, see Bennema 2014:261-74.
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διδάσκαλος (‘the Lord and Teacher’) acts as, and identifies with, δοῦλος (‘a slave’).
Instead of substituting one status for another, Jesus becomes δοῦλος as ὁ κύριος.
Allegiance to this δοῦλος-κύριος then demands that οἱ μαθηταί must be δοῦλοί to one
another too. The implication is that the disciples’ mimesis involves participation in Jesus’
slave-identity.27 Jesus’ mimetic imperative implies both authority (he can demand this
because he has an authoritative status in the group) and influence (he sets the example to
follow). In fact, Jesus uses authority in service of influence. Instead of simply commanding
his disciples to serve one another, Jesus shows by example the kind of behaviour he expects
from his disciples and then seals this with a mimetic imperative. Jesus uses his authoritative
status in the group not for the mimetic imperative per se but to provide a rationale or
motivational basis for it. As Teacher-Slave, Jesus thus teaches by example.
The καθώς ... καί (‘just as ... also’) construction found in 13:15 also points at mimesis
elsewhere in John’s gospel. Besides service, Jesus provides other examples that he expects
his disciples to follow: ‘Just as I have loved you, you also should love one another’ (13:34;
cf. 15:12); ‘Just as you, Father, are in me and I am in you, may they also be in us’ (17:21;
cf. 17:11, 22); ‘Just as the Father has sent me, I also send you’ (20:21; cf. 17:18).
Occasionally, καθώς alone can also indicate mimesis. In 15:10, Jesus clarifies that the
disciples’ keeping of his commandments is a mimetic act: just as (καθώς) Jesus has kept his
Father’s commandments and (hence) abides in his love, so the disciples should imitate
Jesus. In 17:14, 16, Jesus asserts that just as (καθώς) he does not belong to the world, so the
disciples do not belong to the world. Time and again, it is by example that Jesus appeals to
the disciples to imitate him. The pattern that emerges is that Jesus shows the example first
and his disciples can then (and therefore) imitate him. In this, Jesus uses influence rather
than authority, or, more precisely, authority in service of influence, to urge his disciples
towards appropriate behaviour within the divine family.
Jesus’ method of using his authoritative influence to move his disciples towards the
common goal did not arise in a vacuum. I suggest that Jesus learnt this from his Father. The
paradigm for the disciples-Jesus mimesis is the Son-Father mimesis in 5:19-20, where Jesus
claims he cannot do anything by himself but the Father shows him everything that he is
doing so that Jesus can imitate him. John’s gospel provides specific instances of the SonFather mimesis: (i) ‘For just as (ὥσπερ) the Father ... gives life [to the dead], so also (οὕτως
καί) the Son gives life [to whomever he wishes]’ (5:21); (ii) Jesus only speaks what the
Father has told him (8:26, 28, 38; 12:49-50; 15:15; cf. 7:16; 14:24; 17:8); (iii) Jesus only
acts as the Father instructed him (14:31; καθώς ... οὕτως construction); (iv) just as the
Father loves the Son, the Son has also loved the disciples (15:9; καθώς ... καί construction);
(v) just as the Father honoured the Son, Jesus also honours the disciples (17:22); (vi) just as
the Father sent the Son, Jesus also sends the disciples into the world (20:21; καθώς ... καί
construction). Thus, while 5:19-20 speaks of the Son-Father mimesis in a broad, general
sense (Jesus imitates the Father in everything), specific mimetic activities include giving
life, speaking, doing, loving, honouring and sending.28
It thus seems that Jesus sets a personal example for the disciples to follow because he
himself follows the personal example set by the Father. In other words, just as the Father
influenced the Son, the Son also influences his disciples. This also implies that Jesus’
instruments of influence – education and personal example – are linked. First, as Jesus was
26

27
28

I contend that δοῦλος in 13:16 should be translated ‘slave’ rather than ‘servant’ (contra NRSV, ESV, NIV,
NIB, etc.) (cf. 8:35; 15:15; in 12:26, διάκονος [‘servant’] is used).
Cf. Thomas 1991:115-16.
For the concept of mimesis in John’s gospel, see Bennema 2016:205-17.
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educated by his Father, so he educates the disciples. Second, through his personal example,
Jesus teaches his disciples about service, love, indwelling and that they are his agents in
this world. Hence, Jesus teaches by personal example.29

Conclusion
Our examination of Jesus’ authority and influence in the Gospel of John in relation to his
disciples has shown the following. First, the common goal to which Jesus urges his
disciples is ‘to testify to the truth’, that is, to proclaim the divine reality to the world, in
order that people might believe and partake in a life-giving relationship with the Father and
Son. Second, Jesus primarily uses influence (education and personal example) rather than
authority (commands) to urge his disciples towards the common goal. Hence, his leadership
is exemplary or prototypical rather than autocratic. Although Jesus does require certain
behaviour of his disciples (to serve, love, go, obey, and so on), these commands are based
on personal example. Jesus never requires anything of his disciples that he himself has not
demonstrated first. Jesus’ mimetic imperatives, where he commands his disciples to imitate
him, reflect the concept of authority in service of influence. Thus, Jesus’ commands to his
disciples must be understood in the broader context of his effort to influence his followers.
In addition, the Spirit is Jesus’ executive power given to the disciples (i) to understand and
carry through his educational programme, and (ii) to imitate his personal example.
From our findings I derive two principles: (i) Jesus uses authority in service of
influence; (ii) Jesus uses personal example in service of education. This becomes apparent
in Jesus’ teaching positions as a Teacher-Slave and Teacher-Friend. First, Jesus teaches his
disciples as δοῦλος (rather than κύριος) (13:13-14). Second, Jesus teaches his disciples as
φίλος (rather than κύριος) (15:15). This concept of authority in service of influence is
expressed best by Jesus’ mimetic imperatives where his personal example is the basis for
commanding his disciples to imitate him. While Jesus has an authoritative status in the
group – he is after all ὁ κύριος καὶ ὁ διδάσκαλος – he transforms this status by demonstrating servanthood and friendship. Thus, he injects influence into the concept of authority
in order to create an influence-imbued authority or an authoritative influence. Jesus ‘learnt’
this concept of authority in service of influence from the Father, who shows the Son
everything so that the Son can imitate him.
John’s presentation of Jesus’ leadership style has various implications of which I will
mention two. First, Jesus’ aim is not simply to incorporate his disciples into his programme
but also to transform their character. Mimesis or personal example is influential in that it is
the primary means of character formation, that is, the goal of mimesis is for the imitator to
become like the one who sets the example. 30 Second, contemporary management studies
acknowledge that the most successful leaders today are also those who use influence rather
than authority. In addition, modern management theories support the idea of authoritative
influence rooted in personal example, and the disciple-Jesus mimesis readily corresponds to
contemporary apprenticeship models. Leading or teaching by example in a context of
service and friendship would seem the ideal way to groom or mentor upcoming (Christian)
leaders.

29

30

While in the Synoptics Jesus often uses object lessons (parables) to make his point, in John Jesus continually
makes himself the object lesson.
Others make the same point based on the genre of John’s gospel being an ancient Graeco-Roman βίος (Capes
2003:1-19; Burridge 2007:8-31; Pennington 2012:33-35).
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